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who arrive like fireflies

bending dark with light

-A. Williams, Montpelier
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—Thomas Brown, age 9, East Calais
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A shelf of snow
Hangs precariously off the roof edge
Held up by nothing
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A smile cracks
And everything in me melts
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Now



Since You Were Born

A shelf of snow
Hangs precariously off the roof edge
Held up by nothing

A smile cracks
And everything in me melts
We defy gravity
Now

—Devon Parish, Montpelier
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The beach, what comfort, 
No scared, or worried thoughts, just
The crashing blue waves.



The Beach
a haiku

The beach, what comfort, 
No scared, or worried thoughts, just
The crashing blue waves.

—Madeleine Sassaman, age 9, Montpelier
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Interludes

1. Golden birch bark curls
set in the crook

of a gnarled, unknown tree
snow catch singing

2. I often step. Well
in sight of the winter wind
and wait for it to find me.
Warmth may bring a softer day
but not brighter

3. The way snow piles on life in all its forms:
trunk, chickadee, me,
and then
fluttering free at a break
it falls

—Mark Brown, East Calais
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the brook
always teaching us
to sing           

—Cheryl Burghdurf, Middlesex
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Meandering

I was distracted by a bird

its song cut through a poem
taking shape under my tongue

something about nothing in particular
became Spring reflections
in a pool at my feet

I surrendered to wings that sprouted
from overburdened shoulders
and looked to the clouds for repose

—Lily Hinrichsen, Bristol
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u up?

only in the throes of nightfall did i call your name 
something between the 3 am text and handwritten love letters 
we were always something between 

existing as one // existing in a vacuum 

a pocket dimension you showed me 
a new place to call home 
home 
with you 
us

the words felt foreign 
a definition i couldn't quite place 

but when the words fell from your lips they sounded beautiful 
like you made them up just for me 
like i could believe them 

—Kayla Juettner, Rutland
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A piping plover

pitched its whistle in the sand

The flight is over
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flits through oak and elm leaving



Firefly, winged light

flits through oak and elm leaving

signatures on the night
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Two leaves on bare oak

spared by the wintery winds

of loneliness

—Richard Fischer Olson, Middlesex


